
  Summerfield at Lake Linganore Village Meeting Minutes 

May 31, 2017 

The meeting was called to order at 7:00 pm. 

Residents atternding: 

Old Business 

1. Items from 2016-2017 not closed-waiting for completion/action  

 

a. Water filling station at pool- scheduled 

b. Removal of cubbies in pool house to make private changing area- Closed 

c. Landscape upgrade at Steamboat entrances-Closed 

d. Install light on marquis so it is visible at night- waiting for installment 

e. Repair the marquis backing (cracked during installation of new front).  

f. Traffic signs at circle – Frederick Co. is to  determine if correct traffic signs are up-follow up 

with Denese. 

g. Revisit the summer shuttle service for Summerfield residents with Denese. What is the exact 

schedule and locations. The shuttle was unreliable in the past. We have exact number of 

families who have said they would use the shuttle. 

h. Hole at Sawyer Tot Lot- waiting to be fixed 

i. Light at North seamboat still needs to be replaced 

    2.  Village Clean Up- Scheduled for two dates, but cancelled due to rain. Will reschedule at a later date. 

    3. Request for memorial bench for Charlotte Baker to be placed at the circle pending on County 

approval. 

New Business  

1. .  Summer Celebration-  35 are attending. Games are corn hole and water balloons and others 

you may want to bring.  The more the merrier. 

 

Budget request- Items suggested by Summerfield residents. 

ITEM Discussion/Notes 

Walking trail to lake Decided it is impossible due to restrictions of right 
of way and land usage. Residents will be able to 
use the bike lane in the near future 

New hoops at basketball court Bob will take photos and advise of need 

Crossing guard at Finn and Steamboat- at 
dismissal time 

This is a school/county issue. VC will contact DCE 
and see if this can be done 

Corner crosswalks on Finn at circle with crosswalk 
lanes 

This would be a major expense as there is no 
ADA ramp directly in the corners where a 
crosswalk could be painted.  This is also a county 
project if started. LLA staff should be made aware 
of the situation and ask for guidance. 

Concession stand at pool-  Bob Cole will see if LLD is willing to have a 
concession on holidays and weekends 

Increase trash pick up to 2 days a week No this would add an extreme cost for little benefit 
to residents. 

Increase recycling to once a week This is a minor issue to some residents. VC’s 
suggested to get a free larger receptacle for those 
families that are huge recyclers. 

more landscaping- color in the circle and center 
islands 

The circle will fill out when the bench and bushes 
for Charlotte’s memorial are installed.  

retractable awning adjacent to the kiddie pool (18 
x 12 feet) to provide shade, pull during storms and 
closings 

This will be taken care of when canopy is 
installed. VC’s will ask LLA staff of status of 
installation 



Pool showers pull chains Already proposed to LLA Staff.  This is not a 
Summerfield issue but a LLA issue 

Trail adjacent to Samauel needs repaving and 
regrading.  

Not sure of ownership.  VC will ask LLA Staff 

Pool showers control of temperatures and flow These showers are not meant to take full showers 
in but to rinse chlorine off bodies before going 
home. Temp and flow adjustments should be 
regulated by Pool Staff only. 

Gazebo at tot lot is a little worn.  Need to refurbish!  

A code for the dumpsters at the Th and a better 
fence around dumpster so non TH residents stop 
dumping trash. 

 

This was thought to be a good idea if TH residents 
could keep doors closed and code changed on a 
regular basis. LLA staff 

Sidewalk to the town homes on Norh Steamboat. 
Kids walking to the bus stop currently have to 
walk  in the street.  
 

Need to be studied by safety and responsible 
party. 

A fence around the pond in the dog park with a 
gate so owners could choose to let their dog go 
for a swim 
 

This was thought to be something not needed.  
The LLA staff said that the water will be cleaner 
this year and if owners have an issue with their 
dogs not listening they need to retrain them. 

New mail box sructures or repaired  for TH VC’s will take pictures to demonstrate need for 
updated mail boxes. 

Repaint message board/marquee same color as 
other Summerfield signs for consistency 

Just painted, will do when needed again. 

Add crosswalks on sidewalks or continuing the 
sidewalk to the street in courts and cross streets 
to avoid walking through grass/mud 
 

Sidewalks are not on both sides of the street so 
cross walks cannot be painted in. 

Not all sidewalks meet the street with a flat ramp 
to go off (Douglas and Grangerford)  (wheelchair) 
and (Douglas and Watson)- have to go up and 
cross where there are driveways.  ADA 
regulations? 

ADA states that street transitions from curb to 
road do not have to be made in direct corners and 
when driveways are used, warnings do not have 

to be used.  

EXCEPTION: Detectable warnings shall not be 

provided where the sidewalk/street transition 
occurs at an unsignalized driveway. 

More street lights Not sure exactly what this means but of the 
members at the VC meeting unanimously rejected 
any street lights. 

Pathway from sidewalk to Tot Lot off Mississippi This was consider but declined as any sidewalk 
would have to come from an existing sidewalk and 
through the open field. 

Speed bumps on Mississippi 
 

Open issue-but the sheriff has stated that if you 
see unsafe driving by any vehicle get the vehicle 
tag number and a video if able.  Call and they will 
address it.  We must do this continuously so we 
can record a trend both for the sheriff and the 
county. 

Basket ball courts The surface is now a tripping hazard and should 
be fixed prior to an accident 

  



 

3. Other concerns not related to budget- 

1. Lawn maintenance is not weedwacking around the tubes at the new trees planted in back of 

Mississippi.  

2. Spigots at the lake beaches to rinse off sand 

3. Pool guards are not scanning every membership card- people have gone in without to use their 

card 

4. Trash shall not be put out days in advance and in plastic bags- animals are getting into trash 

New Daycare concerns by residents; 

  

SAFETY is the primary concern! Cars and children do not mix. 

Resident:My concern is when parents exit the parking lot, will they be able to turn left onto Finn there (into 

oncoming traffic, with no stop sign), or will they have to turn right and then do a u-turn at the four way stop, where 

the kids use the cross walk for school? Neither option seems really safe, to me; especially being that parents will 

likely be dropping off during peak walker/bus/car time for DCES. 

Resident: Looking at the plans the entrance to the daycare is going to be across from the 2nd school entrance so they 

will be able to turn left. They will definitely have a stop sign since there is one coming out of the school. They will 

have to yield to cars on Finn just like cars coming out of the school have to. It looks like land clearing or something 

is about to start. I really don't see much impact on walkers or even parents picking up kids. 

?  The Daycare facility shall review driving concerns as well as backup on Finn Drive monthly for the first three 

months and then periodically in the future.  This shall be done with a LLA representative? 

The Site plans show a sidewalk progressing from Finn Drive down through north steamboat way. Is this part of their 

plan or are the expecting it to be done already? 

The current parking lot has to hold up to 22 cars/vans for teachers and staff.  The parents will come in through a 

small driveway and proceed through a horseshoe, park car, enter child’s pin number and pick up children and do this 

without a bottle neck anywhere? 

Will children be crossing Finn to go to or leave  Academy to from/to DCES? 

Lighting seems to be covered well 

How do we make sure that the Academy does not use or amenities?  Dog Park, Tot lots, basketballs…. 

Foliage and signage is covered on the building.  The free standing sign which is nine feet away from Finn is shown 

in diagram but it is a little blurry so is this sign a light sign and how high is it? 

 

 

 

 Next Summerfield Village meeting- June 28, 2017 at the LLA Office  

Respectfully Submitted:  Sally Hoague, Samantha Hoague 

 


